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Synopsis

The bestselling pocket otolaryngology-head and neck surgery clinical reference guide is back in a fully revised, up-to-date third edition. Spanning the breadth of the entire field, this high-yield book retains a by-residents/for-residents feel while also including expert content useful to accomplished physicians. Medical students, residents, attendings, and speech/hearing professionals will find the highly organized, meticulously presented outline format to be useful for real life clinical scenarios. The guide has proven essential for board review as well as a quick source for primary care providers. More than two-thirds of the chapters have been thoroughly updated with the latest diagnostic and treatment information. A brand new sleep medicine chapter has been added, featuring critical information for this rapidly expanding subspecialty. A completely revised, comprehensive index as well as a new CDC vaccine guideline appendix have also been added for reference.
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Customer Reviews

I just received the 3rd edition. After skimming through the chapters, I don't see any remarkable differences. This is likely not a revelation given there is often not a big difference between textbook editions. If you have the previous edition and it is in good shape save the $100. If you are like me and your older edition was worn out, spring for it. It is a great resource for the inservice exams and boards. Hope this helps
I'm a MS4. Great little pocket reference for clinical information in general. Very weak in images (assumes you already have a mental picture of said structures already). My only other real complaint is that it isn't peer-reviewed and it seem some of the sections don't follow the most current evidence-based medicine recommendations (for tonsillectomy etc.) Otherwise, a very helpful quick reference to carry around.

Used this to study for recert boards as a quick overview. Used the previous edition during residency and am happy with this updated version. Solid material.

This version of Pasha has an improved index compared to the previous edition, remaining in its easy-to-read, logical format.

I have heard for a number of years, "get Pasha". Although it is a good book, it is simply a well created outline of information to know as an otolaryngologist. I feel as it leaves you short when it comes to exams, but does have a lot of good information in it.
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